CJCLS Meeting Minutes
3/1/22 at 10:00 am
Virtual

In Attendance:
Tim Hunter, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College – Chair
Dana Glauner, South Piedmont Community College – Vice Chair
Jenny Thomas, Randolph Community College – Secretary/Treasurer
Laurie Robb, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College – Director
Catherine Lee, Cape Fear Community College – Director
Lisa Shores, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College – Prior Director

Vice Chair
- Welcome and thank you to Dana Glauner for accepting the Vice Chair position

NCCCLA
- Conference presentation will be on the 15th at 9am
- Jenny put together a slide presentation
  - Will update to include Dana
- Tim will start attending NCCCLA board meetings as the CJCLS liaison in March

Communication
- Tim to look into a listserv for CJCLS members

Professional Development
- First PD topic will be Renovations/Library Spaces
- Building from past plans created by previous board
  - Shared by Catherine:

  What does the Future look like? Come SEE!

  Come check out the CJCLS panel presentation on community college library spaces that support student success. As our virtual environments continue to expand and our students have the ability to access information from anywhere, our physical libraries are changing. Library spaces are evolving into welcoming learning spaces that support collaboration, exploration, and inspiration. This panel will feature an expert from Carolina Furnishing + Design providing an overview of recent design trends in library projects, followed by highlights of renovations and remodels of NC Community College Library spaces. Come SEE what community college library spaces of the future look like in this virtual session.
- Put together a panel of library directors to share their experiences during library updates and/or library renovations
- Have a mediator to ask the questions
- Use NCCCLA's Zoom account to host session
- Invite someone from Carolina Furnishing and Design (CF+D) to be part of the panel
  - Backup to CF+D: RB Software and Consulting and/or RBSA Architects
- Try to get at least 4 people for the panel
  - Including the CF+D representative
  - Share trends they are seeing in libraries
  - Catherine to reach out to CF+D
- Panelist to share:
  - Photos
  - Furniture selection
  - How space is used
  - How budget was used (large and small)
  - Lessons learned
  - Etc.
- 10 to 15 minutes per person with time for questions at the end
- Date change to June 13 – 16
- Before session, Laurie to create a Research Guide of pictures
  - Can include pictures form colleges not on the panel
  - Allow attendees to post questions
  - Catherine to share photos she has from previous board planning

Next Meeting: April 12th